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OBJECTIVES OF WORKSHOP
•

Identifying concepts tested from key phrases
open-ended questions

•

Understanding why certain answers are not
acceptable

•

Applying answering techniques in answering
open-ended questions

OVERVIEW
•

MOE Science Framework

•

P4 Themes / Topics

•

Resources used in HGP

•

Skills and Processes

•

Answering Techniques

MOE SCIENCE FRAMEWORK
SCIENCE AS AN INQUIRY
,

2014 Syllabus

Through nurturing pupils
as an inquirer, they:
• develop curiosity in
exploring their natural
and physical world
• develop a rich
understanding of
concepts, principles,
models, and theories.
• acquire skills and
methodologies to solve
problems

INQUIRY-BASED LEARNING
•

Learning Science is more than knowing the facts

•

Taking ownership of learning

•

Applying knowledge to new situations

2014 SCIENCE (PRIMARY) SYLLABUS

THEMES/TOPICS FOR P4
Cycles
• Cycles in plants and animals (Life Cycle)
• Cycles in matter and water (Matter)
Energy
• Energy forms and uses (Light and Heat)

RESOURCES USED IN HGP
• Textbook

• Activity Book
• Science Notes

• Exercise Book (for note-taking in
class)
• Worksheets

SKILLS AND PROCESSES
•

Observing

•

Predicting

•

Comparing

•

Analysing

•

Classifying

•

•

Using apparatus and
equipment

Generating
possibilities

•

Evaluating

•

Communicating

•

•

Inferring

Creative problem
solving

•

Formulating
hypothesis

•

Decision-making

•

Investigation

ANSWERING TECHNIQUES
SOME EXAMPLES OF ADJECTIVES
Variable
Time

Adjective (describe
results/data collected)
shorter (shortest)
longer (longest)

Common
mistakes
faster / slower

Height

greater (greatest),
lower (lowest)

longer / shorter

Distance

longer (longest)
shorter (shortest)

more / less

Water level

increase / rise / higher
decrease / drop / lower
greater (greatest)
Smaller (least)
larger /greater (largest),
smaller (smallest)

more / greater
less / smaller
heavier / lighter

Mass
Volume

heavier / lighter

ANSWERING TECHNIQUES
SOME EXAMPLES OF ADJECTIVES
Variable
Amount of light
Temperature

Adjective (describe
results/data collected)
more (most),
less (least)
higher (highest)
lower (lowest)

Amount of heat

more (most), less (least)

Rate of heat flow
(per unit time)

faster / higher
(fastest / highest)
slower / lower
(slowest / lowest)
better / best
poorer / poorest

Heat Conductivity

Common
mistakes
higher / lower
hotter / cooler / colder
more / less / least
hotter / colder
more / less

heat insulator
cannot conduct heat

ANSWERING TECHNIQUES
• Highlight key words

• Identify topic and key
scientific concepts
• Link key words to
scientific concept
• Identify question-type
• Support answer with
scientific concepts

TYPE OF QUESTION
Terms Used in Question

What It Necessitates

State (function, variable,
property)
Give a reason / Explain

Answer straight to the point
without explanation
Make meaning from information
such as diagrams, graphs, questions
stem and link it to the scientific
concept

Describe the …

Answer should include processes
and details that show the ‘how’
Use information/data/result given
and support it with scientific
concept

Based on the observation /
information / table / graph
given

SAMPLE #1

Key concept: stages of life cycle

Annie studied the life cycle of an insect X. She recorded
the number of days for each stage of its life cycle. Her
results are shown in the graph below.

Number of days

Based on Annie’s results, how many days does it take for
insect X to become an adult after the egg has hatched?
20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0
Egg

Adult

Pupa
Stages

Larva

Process skill: graph reading

Number of days

SAMPLE #1
20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Key concept: stages of life cycle

Notice that the stages are not
arranged in order

Egg

Adult

Pupa

Larva

Stages

A
B

4 + 6 = 10 days
6 + 18 = 24 days

C
D

2 + 6 + 18 = 26 days
4 + 6 + 18 = 28 days

Only count the number of days
X exists as a larva and a pupa

‘become an adult after
the egg has hatched’

SAMPLE #2

Key concept: Egg stage of
frog life cycle

The diagram below shows the life cycle of a frog.

(a) Explain how laying many eggs each time helps frogs in
their survival.

SAMPLE #2

Key concept: Egg stage of
frog life cycle

(a) Explain how laying many eggs each time helps frogs in
their survival.
Focused on the egg stage

A It increases the chance of survival.
B More tadpoles can develop into adult frog.
C It increases the chances of egg hatching and
developing into adult frogs.
D If frog don’t lay many eggs, when none of the eggs
hatches, the frog will extinct.

SAMPLE #3

Key concept: Mass

Sally filled a test tube with some water. She placed the test
tube in a beaker of water. The test tube floated as shown
below in Diagram 1.
When she filled the test tube with more water and placed it in
the beaker of water, the test tube sank as shown in Diagram 2.
rubber
stopper
Test tube

SAMPLE #3

Key concept: Mass

Give a reason why the test tube sank when it was filled with
more water.
More water leads to greater
mass

A The weight of test tube increased.
B The test tube has more mass.
C More water increased the volume of the test tube.
D More water increased the mass of the test tube.

SAMPLE #4
Jenny filled a plastic bottle with some water. She placed the
bottle near the top of a wooden plank at A as shown below.
When she released the bottle, it rolled down to B.

SAMPLE #4

Process skill: using apparatus
and equipment

She had other materials that she could use:
• some water
• a stopwatch
• a measuring cylinder
Jenny wanted to find out how the volume of water in the
bottle would affect the time taken for the bottle to rolled
down from A to B.
(a) Describe how she could carry out her experiment?

A

Pour different volumes of water into the plastic bottle and
measure the time taken for it to roll down from A to B.

B

The greater the volume of water, the shorter the time taken for
the bottle to roll from A to B.

She had other materials that she could use:
(i) some water – for varying the volume of water
(ii) a stopwatch – for measuring the time taken for bottle to roll down from A
to B

(iii) a measuring cylinder – for measuring the different volumes of water

Fill the plastic bottle with some water using the
measuring cylinder. Place the bottle at A and release
it. Measure the time taken for the bottle to roll from A
to B with a stopwatch. Repeat the steps with different
volumes of water in the bottle.
Process skill: using apparatus
and equipment

SAMPLE #5

Key concept: Heat – rate of
heat transfer

In an experiment, Johan placed two identical kettles on
two metal plates of the same material with different
surfaces. The kettle contained the same amount of water
at room temperature.
In which kettle, A or B, would the water boil first? Give a
reason for your answer.

SAMPLE #5

Key concept: Heat – rate of
heat transfer

Now observe the difference between the
surfaces of the two metal plates.

Observation
Metal plate without gaps
has more surface area in
contact with the base of
kettle than metal plate
with gaps.

Scientific concept
Rate of heat transfer is faster /
higher.

SAMPLE #5

Key concept: Heat – rate of
heat transfer

In which kettle, A or B, would the water boil first? Give a
reason for your answer.
kettle A. Observation: The metal plate has more surface
area in contact with the base of kettle A than kettle B.
Scientific concept: Thus, metal plate in kettle A conducts
heat faster to the water, resulting in the water in A boiling
first.

SAMPLE #6

Scientific concept: heat
gain expansion

William conducted an experiment by heating three similar
rods made of metals A, B and C for 20 minutes. He
recorded the lengths of each rod before and after heating
in the table below.

Metal
A
B
C

Length before
heating (mm)
200
200
200

Length after 20 min of
heating (mm)
207
210
204

Process skill: interpreting table

SAMPLE #6

Scientific concept: heat
gain and expansion

(a) Based on the results of his experiment, what could
William conclude about the effect of heating different
metals?
Metal

Length before
heating (mm)

Length after 20 min
of heating (mm)

A

200

207

B

200

210

C

200

204

change in length
(expansion) is
different for each
metal when
heated

A Different metals expand differently.
B Different metals expand at different length.
C Different metals increased in length differently.
Process skill: interpreting table

SAMPLE #6

thicker implies
bigger volume

Key concept: rate of
heat transfer

In another experiment, William heated a thicker rod
made of metal B of length 200m for 20 minutes.
Would the length of this rod after the heating be less
than, equal to, or more than 210mm? Given the same amount of
(b) Give a reason for your answer.

heat and same heating
duration, bigger volume
will need a longer time to
expand to the same
amount.

A More than 210mm. Thicker rod has a bigger volume
so it expands more.
B More than 210mm. Thicker rod has a bigger mass so
it takes a shorter time to gain heat and expand.
C Less than 210mm. Thicker rod has a bigger volume
so it takes more time to gain heat and expand.

SAMPLE #7

Key concept: light
reflection

Zainal wanted to investigate which material was best at
reflecting light. He set up his experiment in a dark room
as shown below.

SAMPLE #7

Key concept: light reflection

Zainal shone the light from the torch onto material P and
walked towards it. When he could clearly see the
material, he stopped and measured the distance x
between the torch and the wall. He repeated the
experiment with materials Q, R and S each time. His
results are shown below.

(a) Based on Zainal’s results, which materials should
be used to make a safety vest for people to wear at
night? Give a reason for your answer.
Process skill: interpreting table

Key concept: light reflection

Results: reflecting light the furthest

(a) Based on Zainal’s results, which materials should be
used to make a safety vest for people to wear at night?
Give a reason for your answer.
Benefit of material

A Q. It could give out the most light so that the person
wearing the vest could be seen clearly at night.
B Q. It could reflect the most light so that the person
wearing the vest could be seen clearly at night.
C Q. It could reflect light the furthest so that the person
wearing the vest could be seen clearly at night.
Process skill: interpreting table

SAMPLE #7

Process skills: comparing, using
apparatus and equipment

(a) Zainal’s teacher said that he should use a light sensor
to measure the amount of light reflected from the
material.
Explain how this suggestion would improve Zainal’s
experiment.
A The measurements would be more reliable.
B The measurements would be more accurate.
C The measurements would have less human error.
D The measurements would be more accurate as the
sensor would reduce human error.

SAMPLE #8

Key concept: properties of light

The graph shows the length of Daisy’s shadow changes
over the period of time as she walks in a straight line
near a street lamp at night.
Process skill: interpreting graph
Two properties of light
caused shadow to be
formed. One of these
properties
is
light
travels in a straight
line.
(a) State the other
property.

time (s)

A shadow is formed when the path of light is blocked by an
object that does not allow light to pass through.

SAMPLE #8

Key concept: size of shadow vs
amount of light blocked

(b) Is Daisy walking
towards or away from
the lamp during the
period Y shown in the
graph? Explain.
Length of shadow
increases during period Y.
time (s)

A Her shadow becomes longer.
B She is walking away from the lamp.

Concept
length of shadow
increases as more light
is blocked by Daisy.

C She is walking away from the lamp. Her shadow
becomes longer.
D She is walking away from the lamp. Her shadow
becomes longer as she is blocking more light.

PRACTISE TIME

SAMPLE #9
Ridzwan set up a light source and a light sensor to count
the number of balls going through a hole as shown.

SAMPLE #9
Ridzwan threw a few identical balls one at a time, and
recorded the following results.

Information gathered (from diagram and graph):
No light is detected by the sensor when the ball
is going through the hole.

SAMPLE #9
(a) Explain how Ridzwan could count the number of balls
going through the hole using the set-up. [2]
Scientific Concepts:
Light from the light
source is blocked by the
ball when it is going
through the hole.

Answering the ‘how’:
Count the number of periods
where no light was detected.

Light from the light source is blocked by the ball when it is
passing through the hole. The number of balls going through
is the number of periods where no light was detected.

COMMON MISTAKES
 Vague or generic answer
 Answer not supported by scientific concept

 Not answering to the point
 Incomplete answer that needs further
interpretation
 Irrelevant/out-of-context answers

COMMON MISTAKES
CONT’D
 Did not read question carefully – careless
 Use wrong terms or choice of words in
answer
 Did not make use of data given in the
answer

ANSWERING TECHNIQUES
 Exercise care when reading question
 Identify and highlight key words
 Identify topics / concepts assessed
 Study and use the diagrams / graphs / charts /
tables and questions carefully

ANSWERING TECHNIQUES
 Take note of what the question is asking for
 Anchor every answer with a scientific concept
 Use scientific vocabulary

 Give specific answer - do not beat around the
bush
 Know your concepts at your finger tips
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